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Your Birthday, Your Year
A solar return is the chart cast for the instant the Sun returns to 
the exact place it was when you were born, at whatever place 
you happen to be at that moment. That's simple enough. That 
happens within a day of your birthday every year, so it's your 
birthday chart - happy birthday!
But what is it really, and what does it mean? It's two things in one:
1) It's a sky snapshot, which gives you an idea of what the 

planets are up to and what kind of things they are cooking up 
for you around your birthday and in days to come. It's a quick 
look at the general state of things, your transits, which is 
always helpful - but you could do that for any day of the year.

2) It's a yearly rebirth chart, a picture of a new you reborn each 
year in slightly different clothing. It's a yearly overlay to your 
original horoscope which paints a picture of what the coming 
twelve months will be like - and, just as important, it paints 
what you yourself will be like in the coming year. And, unlike 
your natal chart, you can actually do something about it - by 
choosing where you will be when it happens, you can change 
your whole year.

There was a time when the yearly solar return was taken as a 
virtual replacement chart for your original horoscope. In fact, that 
opinion was so strongly held among astrologers in the 1600s that 
English astrology giant William Lilly warned practitioners not to 
neglect the natal chart in favor of the latest solar return. So, it's a 
big deal. Your natal chart is still the most important description of 
you, but your solar return each year has a lot to say about how 
you're developing and what the year has to offer.
A Special Event
Your solar return has some special attributes that make it unique, 
which require special attention, and which offer unusual 
opportunities. Because it's an annual rebirth chart, unlike your 
natal birth chart which lasts a life time, it only lives for a year - but 
in that year it has its own, scaled-down mini-life, in which the day 
of the solar return is like the year in miniature. By secondary 
progression, that means that the events of each successive hour 
of your solar return day foretell a corresponding two-week 
segment of the coming year. For that reason, it may be a good 
idea to set aside that birthday period and see that it goes 
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thoughtfully and well - and keep track of exactly what happens all 
day, as much of that may be reflected in the coming year, week 
by week. Under any circumstances, treat the day as something 
spiritually special, a time for pulling together your energies and 
aspirations, making resolutions - in short, rebirth.
A Travel Decision
If at all possible, carefully select where you will be on your solar 
return - it's better some places than others. That's because 
although you can't change the planetary aspects that make up 
the return, what houses the planets fall in and the areas of life 
they affect are all determined by where you are on the planet. 
And that's up to you. You can put the Sun strongly in the first 
house, if you think you need extra independence and will power 
in the coming year. Or if you need an extra 12-month economic 
boost, go somewhere that puts Jupiter in or ruling the second 
house. By traveling just two time zones away from where you 
normally would be, you change the house position of every 
planet in the chart and thus your entire physical agenda for the 
year. In some cases, that can mean the difference between a 
year of stagnation and a year of progress. It's pretty powerful 
stuff, and well worth taking the time to cast your solar return for a 
variety of possible options and pick the one that delivers the most.
Some people use this time of year for vacation, and even visit 
unlikely places they've never been to for the best possible solar 
return and a new travel adventure rolled into one.
Wherever you go, or if just staying home is your best bet, be sure 
you are there at least 24 hours ahead of time, and that you stay 
there at least 24 hours after the solar return. An extra day's 
leeway on either side of that couldn't hurt, either. Think of it like 
pouring cement - you want to have enough time to prepare it, and 
then proper time to set afterwards. It's got to last the whole year 
through...
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As in a natal chart, the first thing you look at is the position of the Sun, Moon, and Ascendant.
Their positions and aspects describe the fundamental vehicle the year will become: they will 
tell you if you're jumping into a Jaguar or boarding a bus, crowding into a tram or leasing a 
Lamborghini. Since the Solar return Sun is the same as your natal Sun, any aspects to it are 
also transiting aspects to your natal horoscope, thus uniquely entwining both charts and 
making the Solar aspects especially important. The house position of the Sun and Moon tell 
you where your main action will be all year, and the Ascendant sign show the overall style. 
Easy aspects of these to the rest of the chart will show a year whizzing by according to plan. 
Hard aspects will indicate tangles and tests of your resilience. It's all about how to make the 
most of the best and turn challenges to your advantage to get top results from the year.

 The Ascendant Your Looks, Your Presentation
Active Reception Ascendant in Sagittarius
Rough and ready suits your appearance this year, as the more truthful and 
artless you appear the more you can pull off well-rehearsed tricks that seem 
spontaneous. In the end, it comes down to being forthright and honest, but 
some craftsmanship thrown into the works goes a long way to making it seem 
as sincere as it is. It can be easy to push the act too far, so it's better to leave 
them screaming for more than wishing you'd finish. If you look like the newest 
thing on the block, everyone will go for the bait. Innocence is in the eye of the 
beholder.

Moon Square AscendantEmotional Objectivity Arises
Your reactions may be slowed and refined a bit this year by your concerns 
about what people are saying about you and how you're going to play to the 
home crowd. That can put a damper on spontaneity and cause a lot of self-
corrections to be constantly in play. It's hard to know what you look like when 
your mirror is in others' hands, and not your own.

 The Midheaven Your Reputation, Career, Life Path
Manage Public Midheaven in Libra
Your reputation for interceding in situations that require remedy precedes you 
this year. You may find yourself being looked upon as the fixer when you 
would just as soon leave the situation alone to take care of itself. Just share 
your opinion, then take credit for things righting themselves afterwards.
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Sun Trine MidheavenManage Self Building
Your inner self supports your outer vision this year, and you're likely to get into 
the nitty-gritty of the production in order to make it succeed. That means 
throwing yourself into funding and operations so there's plenty of support for 
the title on the marquee. It's not a task, it's a creative pleasure to do it.

Saturn Square MidheavenManage Physical Objectivity
Criticism of your work can come from both without and within this year, and 
you should welcome it to the extent it helps you improve your act. Watch out 
for gratuitous put-downs, however, as they're in the wind, too. Don't let self-
deprecation get out of hand, or people might think you seriously doubt yourself 
and join in.

Uranus Trine MidheavenManage Conserving Insights
Cutting through the ordinary to more basic concepts of resources and how to 
use them gets you praise this year, although you don't do it for that reason. 
When you discover what has to be done, you just naturally go right to what 
suddenly seems obvious to you and take care of business. You can't help 
being an innovator.

Neptune Conjunct MidheavenManage Practical Spirituality
All kinds of imaginary things are being said about you this year, which bears 
some monitoring on your part, since that could do wonders for your reputation 
or completely confuse people's expectations when you show up for real. You 
can easily fly a false flag when you need to, but be ready to haul it down when 
the action starts.

Pluto Sextile MidheavenManage Examining Power
You've got support you don't know about this year, forceful friends that are 
smoothing your way not necessarily because you deserve it but because the 
situation demands it. So if you act like destiny is on your side, you're probably 
on the right track, but don't take all the credit for it.

 The Sun Your Inner Personality and Style
Receptive Sun in 2nd House
You're likely to be wrapped up in your resources this year, putting yourself on 
the line for concrete gains and reality, where the buck starts and stops with 
you. In order to get what you want, you need to know what you want, and that 
requires throwing yourself into the task and truly identifying with the gains you 
hope to achieve. Some may think it's all about money, but it's really about 
having the wherewithal to fulfill yourself, the basic platform to launch and 
sustain your personal values and goals. You literally and figuratively are going 
for the gold and everything that precious metal symbolizes.
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Sun Trine UranusPreserve Independence
There's just enough new popping up in your life this year to keep you fueled 
with interest and not so much as to totally rock your boat. You can absorb and 
creatively use what's coming into your life, and it seems like the newer the 
better. That's because you're at just the right level of change.

Sun Trine NeptuneEmbody Peace
Following your star this year will lead you everywhere, and very successfully, 
even if you aren't always sure what that star is. It's like your nose – you can't 
see it well, but it's easy to follow and always gets you there. If it seems like the 
ideal, right thing to do, it's going to take you to the right place.

Sun Opposite PlutoExperience of Change
Other people's problems can block your way this year, and like encountering a 
wreck in the middle of the highway, the only way you're going to get moving is 
to lend a hand clearing the road. Or, you can edge around it if you can find the 
space, but that might not be the responsible way of handling it, down the line.

 The Moon Your Feelings, Reactions, Emotions
Support and Care Moon in Virgo
You may find your response to life this year to become a bit more specifically 
demanding and that you are a little more insistent on being told exactly what's 
meant. Emotional generalities won't do, as when you know exactly how you 
feel you expect the same of others. Don't let the fact that they may not be able 
to respond in kind put you off. Not everyone has their fingers on their own 
buttons all the time, even though you may this year, so don't let your standards 
down but don't raise the inner bar too high for others to jump over, either.

Spiritual Support Moon in 9th House
If your heart were big enough, it could encompass all the sky - and that might 
be a good theme for how you feel this year. Your bound on a voyage of the 
emotions, an expansion of what touches your feelings through how you look at 
them. Thus, what might otherwise be intellectual concepts start to come 
through to you in a very personal way, like they mean something deep inside 
as well as on paper. It's a time when you can become sensitive to and 
passionate about things you might have thought too abstract for real 
involvement. It's about thinking with your heart and feeling with your mind.

Moon Trine MercuryPreservation
Feelings tend to find easy and creative expression this year, and the flow from 
inside to outside, from heart to head, proceeds easily and helpfully. Reaction 
timing is smooth, as emotions rise and flower into articulation that encourages 
further inner exploration, both by yourself and those you're sharing with.
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Moon Trine MarsCaring For
Your first reaction to what you should do, how you should take action, is 
usually the right one this year, guiding your energies in an easy upward spiral, 
since you seldom get in your own way. A smooth, strong course simply 
confirms itself as you go along, so you tend to consistently feel good about 
what you're up to.

Moon Square UranusInnovative Steps
Fits and starts mark your maneuvers this year, as you over and under react to 
abruptly changing situations until you fine-tune your trajectory. That can be a 
little unsettling to yourself and those around you, so apologize if you must 
while moving on nonetheless. The appearance of inconsistency fades over 
time.
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The inner planets change significantly from year to year and indicate the personal 
permutations your life is going through. Basically, it's the framework of how you play the 
game, who else is playing, and how they're playing it. Easy aspects mean you win with no 
contest, hard aspects suggest a more hard-fought game that may put your life skills to the 
test and increase your personal growth and talents through experience. Take a look at both 
sides and consider what games to play, what ones to avoid, and the best strategies - 
whether you want to raise, hold, or walk away.

 Mercury Your Mind and Intellect, Thoughts and Plans, Communication
Practical Ideas Mercury in Capricorn
Hard-headed plans that smack of experience and practical use offer more 
appeal than trying anything and everything new that comes to hand. Ambition 
requires that what you propose works and works well, so cutting out 
speculation and handing onto reality is what you'll choose when asked for your 
opinion.

Fertile Ideas Mercury in 2nd House
This is a good year to structure your payments, generally organize your 
income and resources so there's a discernable plan behind how they come 
and go. It needn't be a push, because it will come naturally, but make sure you 
get it all down on paper while the spirit is moving you to attend.

Mercury Conjunct MarsIdeas to Express
This year is a bit of a brain-burner, with a lot of mental energy simmering 
underneath your brow, intense considerations and planning running well into 
the night. Turning off your mind is the last thing on your mind as there's just 
too much to think about. Focus is the least of your problems, though getting 
some sleep may be.

Mercury Trine JupiterWord Career
Your plans evolved exponentially this year, but you may not realize just how 
much, because it tends to go smoothly and a lot gets done when you're on top 
of your spiral of growth. One good new idea builds upon another until you've 
got a whole new edifice built that you might not have anticipated at the 
beginning.
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 Venus Your Needs, Wants, Desires
Selfless Love Venus in Pisces
Pleasure comes as much in the imagination as in the tangible gifts that you 
might seek, as it's more about heeding the romantic call than digging into any 
one pleasurefest that actually delivers pleasure. Tenuous threads of the spirit 
call up possibilities that may seem unearthly at time, yet strangely satisfying.

Talk of Love Venus in 3rd House
A good word may be as valuable as a good check, as communications are 
what get you where you want to be this year. When you say it beautifully, 
people listen, even if the content is not that deep. Of course, you could deliver 
that as an extra, but this year you may not have to, and still please everybody.

Venus Opposite JupiterThe Experience
Sometimes when you're ravenously hungry and order big, when the meal 
comes the appetite dies. That's a general challenge of life timing you may 
have to meet this year as the best course gets served just after you've pigged 
out on the appetizers. Or worse, you realize when the main dish arrives that 
you should have.

Venus Square SaturnPublic Order
If you're always complaining, you'll never get what you want, and you'll need to 
resist the temptation to criticize the bird in your hand, or otherwise it will 
disappear into the bush. The challenge is to firmly grasp the opportunity of the 
moment, and then move directly to the next. Delay is your enemy, and it lurks 
within.

 Mars Your Energy, Life Force, Excitement
Efficiency Drive Mars in Capricorn
Hard work doesn't mean long hours, but it does mean unflagging focus and a 
single purpose to get your job done. That approach will float your ambitions 
and support your success as long as you keep your eye on the ball. Not much 
room for frills or play, but when it's done you can bank on the launching pad 
you create.

Urge for Growth Mars in 2nd House
Hard work promises tangible rewards this year, and certainly that's where 
you'll be directing a lot of your energy. Just remember that throwing good 
money after bad can really slow you down, so before you throw yourself into 
the task, make sure the previous push has got you going in the right direction.
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Mars Trine JupiterBuild on Success
There's a strong, rhythmic, expanding energy available to you this year, just 
the kind to hit one or more out of the park with natural ease. Once you've 
tuned into that rolling, swinging sense of timing, you'll wonder why you don't 
have it all the time. Well, there's no time like the present to learn from yourself.
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Every year sees the giant planets, the wielders of social and economic change, move along 
a significant notch, opening new doors of opportunity, while closing others. Each solar return 
suggests a new shift in strategy to get you where you're going and keep you ahead of the 
game. It's about what's new and what's not, what's happening and what's history. When you 
know when the shift is about to start and where it's going, you know which way to steer.

 Jupiter Ambitions, Goals, Possibilities
Career of Care Jupiter in Virgo
Major new developments this year will tend to be enveloped with a cloud of 
details that can obscure the main plan. Unless, of course, the main plan 
involves nurturing the small saplings that will become the great forest. It's all 
about scaling, so it's a good idea to alternate close-ups with the overview to 
keep perspective.

Spiritual Career Jupiter in 9th House
Higher education is the key this year, though that may not mean the kind that 
tuition pays for. Bigger concepts, wider territories, greater travels await your 
urge to adventure, so leave yourself some time and space for expansion. You 
may not be able to do it all, but why not take a big bite?

Jupiter Square SaturnThe Right Path
This one-year-in-ten year is full of shifts and changes, struggles and 
dissatisfactions, confusion of purpose or profit in the world in general. If you 
didn't think ahead and see this coming, you can find yourself rather at the 
mercy of changing storms. Don't go for an easy fix, as a good one probably 
won't be available. The wise are waiting, not wading in.

 Saturn Caution, Wariness, Wisdom, Boundaries
Obstacle: Security Saturn in Cancer
A period of home-grown insecurity is underway, with a climate that is not so 
friendly to those who have kept all their eggs in one basket. Those who have 
invested in generosity or are generally diversified will find themselves 
rewarded, along with those who have kept their home budget down at their 
own expense. Be one of them.
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Obstacle: Society Saturn in 7th House
Who's your partner? If it took more than a second to answer that, you may 
have too many, and this year is the time to decide on who's who. When 
intimacy is the question, less is definitely more, and sometimes it's even 
necessary to set limits with those closest to you in order to achieve it.

Saturn Square NeptunePublic Religion
This year is a time of great hope or disillusionment for society at large, when 
what seemed to be a harmonious, hopeful, and supportive world turns back 
into a surprise Darwinian scenario, or vice-versa. The conflict of ideal with real, 
whichever temporarily triumphs, reminds that you must juggle both worlds in 
order to press on.
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The positions of the outer Planets - Uranus, Neptune, and Pluto - change little from one 
Solar return to the next, so they add more of a backdrop, the stage set on which the yearly 
play is performed. They are very powerful, however, and their long-running helpful and 
troublesome aspects are not to be taken lightly. They can be like a rope to swing yourself 
across the stage or a trap door that will cause a fall if you're not watching. Knowing their 
aspects with the other inner planets and the Lights, and where they fall by house, lets you in 
on just where to watch for them, what mood they're in, and how to get them on your side.

 Uranus Discovery, Revelations, New Ground
Freedom: Ideas Uranus in Gemini
Scientific and technical discoveries are being unveiled and much is revealed 
as overrated, misjudged, or even dangerous in hindsight. Nevertheless, the 
brilliance of it all dazzles everybody, and eye and mind appeal overcome gut 
reluctance. The result will be new tools, and afterwards the wisdom of how to 
use them.

Freedom: Caring For Uranus in 6th House
Annoying routines and subroutines get broken up this year, and a good thing 
that will be, too, once it's accomplished. A better way to run it will suddenly 
occur to you, and don't be afraid to break the infrastructure to accommodate it. 
Unhealthy habits are best kicked cold turkey, once you know how.

Uranus Trine NeptuneRemember
This year is one of usually a set of three (most recently centering around 
1939) that occurs only twice every 172 years and is reputed to have the effect 
of spiritual and scientific progress (though not without strife) upon society at 
large. Too lengthy to have much more than a background effect, it 
nevertheless sets the tone of the period.

Uranus Sextile PlutoDiscriminating Insight
This several-year period (most recently centering around 1996) occurs only 
twice every 128 years and is reputed to have the effect of uniting political 
power and technological progress in society at large. Too lengthy to have 
much more than a background effect, it nevertheless sets the tone of the 
period.
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 Neptune Dreams, Hopes, and Fantasies
Embrace: Public Neptune in Libra
The idealization of equality and therefore freedom is a major motivator, which 
may both arise from and cause struggles between oppressors and oppressed, 
or at least those feeling that way. Where true justice prevails, it is the best of 
worlds - where perceived equality is fabricated, it is a yet greater oppression.

Embrace: Spiritual Neptune in 9th House
The bigger the idol, the more plentiful the worshippers, the more likely it's feet 
are of clay. This is a lesson for the year, so watch out who and what you put 
on a pedestal, as much of it may be your own imagination and hide a hollow 
center. Projecting yourself upon the heavens, however, is the first step to 
going there.

Neptune Sextile PlutoChange Blocked
This year sees you part of a rare but lengthy outer planet dance that happened 
throughout the 1950s and again in the 1970s and puts a deep background of a 
generation when spiritual issues are not forced but sort of proceed in a 
leisurely matter without conflict, either because of mutual respect or blissful 
unawareness.

 Pluto Necessity and Fate, Power, What Must Be
Control: Creativity Pluto in Leo
A struggle for world domination and rulership intellectually and politically is 
underway that will produce a generation noted for creativity and great breadth 
of character that will, in fact, dominate world culture. It won't be easy getting 
there, but it will be a legacy that will last forever.

Control: Business Pluto in 8th House
The power of mystery is seeded in the memory of loss, followed by the loss of 
the memory itself. What you have thrown away can come back to haunt you 
this year – or rather, come to control you because you'd forgotten you did it. 
When the old returns, return it its power over you, and it will relinquish it in turn.
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When Solar return positions occupy the same spaces as planets in your natal chart, this 
highlights those natal inclinations for the whole year. It will mean that certain elements in 
your fundamental character will be emphasized both internally and externally. These will be 
the areas that most appear to represent you for the moment and that others will seize upon 
as entry points to your personality. These are the areas in which you can put your best foot 
forward to make the most effective and satisfying steps ahead, your first line of challenges 
and opportunities to embrace the world.

 Uranus Discovery, Revelations, New Ground
Moon Conjunct UranusInnovative Ideas

The more inspired, if sometimes edgy, part of your personality is emphasized 
this year, and you've got a feel for the unusual approach right off the bat. You 
may be a bit unpredictable in your reactions, which can be rather sudden and 
intermittent, not exactly a rock to rely on. But when you hit it, it's the jackpot.

 Ascendant Your Looks, Your Presentation
Moon Conjunct AscendantEmotions Appear

You're wearing your heart on your sleeve this year, as your reactions about 
almost every situation are likely to instantly show up on your face. That gives 
you a fetchingly sincere appearance, but it also makes you easy to read 
unless you make a point of disguising it. Choose according to the 
circumstances.

 Ascendant Your Looks, Your Presentation
Jupiter Conjunct AscendantCareer on Horizon

This year delivers a big boost in energy and confidence, like a shot in the arm. 
There's a similar effect on body, however, so look out for raised blood 
pressure, explosive emotions, things that happen from just too much going on. 
Be willing to take a rest when needed and this is a super fine time and ego-
reinforcer par excellence!

 Moon Your Feelings, Reactions, Emotions
Saturn Conjunct MoonSerious Ideas

A serious sense of emotional oppression or depression may set in at times this 
year, partially due to circumstances beyond your control, but partly for inner 
reasons. Stand back and view it from afar and you may find you're taking 
things seriously that you might have laughed off months earlier. Laugh them 
off.
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 Mars Your Energy, Life Force, Excitement
Saturn Conjunct MarsDiscipline Ideas

Great physical effort is required to get things done this year, and the energy is 
significantly harder to come by. It's best to just take the time off where possible 
- if not, then pace your activities with great regularity and care and package 
and dispense your energies precisely to get use of every ounce.
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Where you spend your birthday and how the sky looks from that location can profoundly 
affect how your year turns out. The ideal birthday chart has the most favorable planets up 
front, ready to push you forward and the more troublesome ones tucked away where they 
can cause the least mischief. Sometimes that happens right where you would normally be, 
so you can just stay home for your birthday. Sometimes the best place to be is on the other 
side of the globe, involving an expensive (though perhaps exciting) journey. Often, however, 
just moving a few hundred miles east or west just for the twenty-four hours before and after 
your solar return can make all the difference in the world, allowing you to put your best foot 
forward for the entire year.
Here are a list of places near you and around the world and how being there would affect 
your coming year. Some are good for growth and expansion, others for learning there are 
places better for money and career, or others best for home and family development. You 
choose, and then perhaps take a look at a second, revised report for your new place of 
choice, your travel decision to improve the year. You will likely find it reads quite differently in 
many critical areas and perhaps worth the travel expenses to maximize your twelve months 
ahead.
Take a look at your choices, then decide where to go on your birthday, in order to get to 
where you want to be the rest of the year.

Current Location:
Washington, DC Good for: Spirituality, Wealth, Communication

Bad for: Wealth, Partners

Anchorage, AK       Good for: Community, Home, Service, Acceptance
Bad for: Communication, Spirituality

Atlanta, GA         Good for: Spirituality, Wealth, Communication
Bad for: Wealth, Partners

Auckland, NZ Good for: Self, Service, Partners
Bad for: Creativity, Career

Austin, TX          Good for: Career, Communication, Home
Bad for: Wealth, Business

Berlin, GER         Good for: Service, Community, Acceptance
Bad for: Career, Communication

Boise, ID Good for: Career, Communication, Creativity, Community
Bad for: Communication, Business

Boston, MA          Good for: Spirituality, Wealth, Communication
Bad for: Wealth, Partners
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Buffalo, NY         Good for: Spirituality, Wealth, Communication
Bad for: Wealth, Partners

Cape Town , SAFR    Good for: Service, Community, Acceptance
Bad for: Career, Communication

Caracas, VEN        Good for: Spirituality, Wealth, Communication
Bad for: Self, Service

Chicago, IL Good for: Spirituality, Communication, Home, Career
Bad for: Wealth, Business

Cleveland, OH Good for: Spirituality, Wealth, Communication
Bad for: Wealth, Partners

Denver, CO Good for: Career, Communication, Home
Bad for: Wealth, Business

Detroit, MI         Good for: Spirituality, Wealth, Communication
Bad for: Wealth, Partners

Grand Rapids, MI    Good for: Spirituality, Communication, Home
Bad for: Wealth, Business

Greenwich, Eng Good for: Partners, Acceptance, Self
Bad for: Community, Home

Harrisburg, PA      Good for: Spirituality, Wealth, Communication
Bad for: Wealth, Partners

Hong Kong , CHINA   Good for: Wealth, Partners, Spirituality, Communication
Bad for: Service, Acceptance

Honolulu, HI Good for: Acceptance, Home, Service
Bad for: Home, Spirituality

Indianapolis, IN    Good for: Spirituality, Communication, Home
Bad for: Wealth, Partners

Jerusalem , ISRL    Good for: Creativity, Career, Community
Bad for: Spirituality, Wealth

Johanasbug, South Af Good for: Spirituality, Communication
Bad for: Wealth, Business

Las Vegas, NV Good for: Career, Communication, Creativity, Community
Bad for: Communication, Business

Los Angeles,CA Good for: Career, Communication, Creativity, Community
Bad for: Communication, Business

Mexico City, Mexico Good for: Career, Communication, Home
Bad for: Wealth, Partners

Miami,FL Good for: Spirituality, Wealth, Communication
Bad for: Self, Partners
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New Orleans, LA     Good for: Spirituality, Wealth, Home, Career
Bad for: Wealth, Partners

New York,NY Good for: Spirituality, Wealth, Communication
Bad for: Wealth, Partners

Paris,France Good for: Service, Community, Self, Partners
Bad for: Community, Home

Phoenix, AZ         Good for: Career, Communication, Creativity
Bad for: Wealth, Business

Québec, CAN         Good for: Spirituality, Wealth, Communication
Bad for: Wealth, Partners

San Francisco,CA Good for: Career, Communication, Creativity, Community
Bad for: Communication, Business

Seattle, WA         Good for: Community, Communication, Creativity
Bad for: Communication, Spirituality

Tokyo, JP           Good for: Self, Service, Business, Wealth
Bad for: Creativity, Community

Toledo, OH          Good for: Spirituality, Wealth, Communication
Bad for: Wealth, Partners

Toronto, CAN        Good for: Spirituality, Wealth, Communication
Bad for: Wealth, Partners

Washington,DC Good for: Spirituality, Wealth, Communication
Bad for: Wealth, Partners
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From Jan 31, 1945 to Jan 31, 1946

As the year moves on, so does your Solar Return chart: it swings around an entire 360 
degrees by daily progression and the Moon moves half a sign. At the same time, transiting 
events in the sky trigger sensitive degrees of your birthday chart. These are the times to look 
for specific events that activate these parts of your yearly picture and will offer times for 
making your best moves. These, together with your natal transits and progressions, paint the 
daily picture of your coming year, from birthday to birthday, until your next Solar Return.

05
Monday
March

05:11 pm

Actions Arise Ascendant on Mars (PSR-SR) 
The urge to aggressively get things done may rather suddenly present itself, 
and since it's brief, you'd do well to hitch your wagon to the energy and get 
twice as much work done. Just mind you don't push too hard too fast or you 
could break something, especially when your dealing with delicate situations.

08
Thursday
March

04:26 pm

Thoughts Arise Ascendant on Mercury (PSR-SR) 
For a moment you can't believe you just heard yourself say that - solutions 
come pouring out of your mouth and you're sought out (or just stumbled upon) 
to provide them out of the blue. Yes, you really are cleverer than you thought, 
and it's a couple of days to make the most of your own articulation.

10
Saturday
March

01:51 am

Ideas of Love Mercury Conjunct Venus (TR-SR) 
This is an ideal time for achievement in arts and letters -- whether it's 
redecorating, taking great pictures and movies, or doing a makeover. A keen 
eye for the beautiful is in sharp focus and a strong sense of shape and 
proportion makes for good judgment in all aspect of design, now and for 
posterity.

18
Sunday
March

06:59 pm

Love of the Future Sun Conjunct Venus (TR-SR) 
Ego compounding desire can make this moment hot but nearsighted at the 
same time. In the passion of the moment all are more likely looking out for 
number one than for the general good, and the possibility of missing the long-
range win is real. Seek what you want, but remember you'll still have needs 
tomorrow.
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Mar 20, 1945

20
Tuesday
March

06:55 am

Values Are Apparent Ascendant on Venus (PSR-NA) 
You look so good today you could kiss your mirror, but let someone else do 
that for you instead. When you feel especially charming and desirable, that's 
what you project, so this is the perfect day or so to get out there and woo who 
and what you want, because they're going to want a piece of you, too.

27
Tuesday
March

09:40 pm

Innovative Ideas Moon Conjunct Uranus (PSR-NA) 
In a year that heralds some unusual and probably unexpected finds for you, 
this is the moment to have your antenna up and your knees braced for that 
gust of wind that can set you soaring or just knock you sideways, depending 
on your stance. Be sensitive enough to tell the direction, not so sensitive as to 
be upset by it.

04
Wednesday
April

07:00 pm

Thoughts Arise Ascendant on Mercury (PSR-NA) 
For a moment you can't believe you just heard yourself say that - solutions 
come pouring out of your mouth and you're sought out (or just stumbled upon) 
to provide them out of the blue. Yes, you really are cleverer than you thought, 
and it's a couple of days to make the most of your own articulation.

12
Thursday
April

02:40 am

Midheaven on Ascendant (PSR-SR) Midheaven on Ascendant (PSR-SR) 
You're beginning to see yourself getting noticed as a result of the last few 
months' efforts, and it might be well to double-check that they're getting the 
right message and are correctly passing on the image you'd like to build your 
reputation on. They should be reporting what you see in the mirror.

24
Tuesday
April

04:05 am

Values Are Apparent Ascendant on Venus (PSR-SR) 
You look so good today you could kiss your mirror, but let someone else do 
that for you instead. When you feel especially charming and desirable, that's 
what you project, so this is the perfect day or so to get out there and woo who 
and what you want, because they're going to want a piece of you, too.

16
Wednesday
May

11:24 am

Manage Practical Action Midheaven on Mars (PSR-SR) 
If people are suddenly taking potshots at you, it's because you only just came 
into view in their sights. Getting noticed has its perils, but it means you're 
sitting in the catbird seat, apparently top dog to the underdogs all around. Use 
these few days to push your agenda ahead a notch, get one step ahead of the 
rest.
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May 18, 1945

18
Friday
May

05:14 am

Problems Appear Ascendant on Saturn (PSR-NA) 
Slowdowns are the order of the day, brought on by extra work, added 
commitments, less firepower. This, too, will pass in a few days, but you have 
to go through it, not around it. You may be taken extra seriously about how 
you present yourself right now, so when in doubt, lighten up for the sake of all 
concerned.

19
Saturday
May

10:36 pm

Manage Practical Ideas Midheaven on Mercury (PSR-SR) 
What you've said finally reaches its audience and they didn't forget how clever 
you really are. But fame of any kind is fleeting, so make sure you record the 
praise and hold them to the bargains they buy into these few days, when yours 
seem the best deals in town. They want to talk about it, you want to get it in 
writing.

23
Wednesday
May

04:58 pm

Appears Spiritual Ascendant on Neptune (PSR-NA) 
You may find yourself in a bit of a fog for a couple of days, but it could be a 
pleasant one if you're basically on course otherwise. You can soften your 
image, try a new look on for size, or pretend to be someone you're not and get 
away with it. Your dreams feel particularly real, so bring one to earth now to 
savor later.

26
Saturday
May

00:54 am

Career on Horizon Ascendant on Jupiter (PSR-NA) 
A youthful feeling comes upon you and you feel like you can do a lot more 
than you thought you could - in fact, the sky's the limit, your imagination 
defines it all. It's a great time for starting a new venture, but be careful you 
don't try to commit to too many at once, as the temptation will be there.

30
Wednesday
May

08:59 pm

Original Ideas Sun Conjunct Uranus (TR-SR) 
A feeling of explosive urgency is in the air, and you can fall into some serious 
personal discovery if you ride that wave. You can also get into some heated 
debate in a flash as there's an all-or-nothing tinge to events that resist reining 
in. Exploit the moment, but wait on pursuing it further until heads cool.

03
Sunday
June

06:29 am

Manage Practical Values Midheaven on Venus (PSR-NA) 
They're saying good things about you, and maybe it's about time, but it's 
definitely time to take advantage of the good press for a day or so to cement 
the picture of you to the wall where it will remain to be admired later. You don't 
have to talk yourself up, just relay the good news you find in the air.
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Jun 03, 1945

03
Sunday
June

06:30 am

Power on Horizon Ascendant on Pluto (PSR-NA) 
Obstacles - either breaking through them or being stopped by them - are the 
watchword for the next day or so. Don't beat yourself up unnecessarily over 
something that's impossible, and don't be impossible in situation where you 
should back off and let develop by themselves for a few more days.

08
Friday
June

07:03 pm

Insights and Ideas Mercury Conjunct Uranus (TR-SR) 
Lightning-flash ideas lead to sudden, keen insights about how to make things 
work better. Leading-edge inventiveness abounds, so get your patent in while 
it's hot. In general, it's a good time for that "aha!" light bulb to go off over your 
head, so keep your mind open and write down what comes to you.

13
Wednesday
June

02:55 pm

Inisghts Appear Ascendant on Uranus (PSR-SR) 
Unsettling events, unexpected surprises, and generally choppy waters 
describe this day or so when the social wind is fickle and gusty. If you reply in 
kind, it could make for a real wreck, so patience and tolerance is your 
watchword for the moment. It could be a great in the end, but it won't be if you 
reject the intrusion.

20
Wednesday
June

02:16 pm

Ideas of Discipline Mercury Conjunct Saturn (TR-SR) 
It may be hard to get your head into gear, but once you do, you can go into 
great detail. Thoroughness is the watchword and you will not want to be in the 
company of scatterbrains. With the Thinker as the model, there is the risk of 
taking things too seriously, but anything begun now will wind up a heavyweight 
for sure.

24
Sunday
June

11:40 am

Manage Practical Ideas Midheaven on Mercury (PSR-NA) 
What you've said finally reaches its audience and they didn't forget how clever 
you really are. But fame of any kind is fleeting, so make sure you record the 
praise and hold them to the bargains they buy into these few days, when yours 
seem the best deals in town. They want to talk about it, you want to get it in 
writing.

26
Tuesday
June

04:51 pm

Ideas of Authority Sun Conjunct Saturn (TR-SR) 
If everyone is taking things very seriously, there may be a reason -- or there 
may not be, so lighten up. When progress is slow, spirits dampen, and vice 
versa, but forced endurance creates strength, so these clouds have silver 
linings. Commitments made now will hang around for a longtime, so choose 
with care.
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Jul 01, 1945

01
Sunday
July

11:15 am

Actions Arise Ascendant on Mars (PSR-NA) 
The urge to aggressively get things done may rather suddenly present itself, 
and since it's brief, you'd do well to hitch your wagon to the energy and get 
twice as much work done. Just mind you don't push too hard too fast or you 
could break something, especially when your dealing with delicate situations.

09
Monday
July

00:15 am

Transform Ideas Mercury Conjunct Pluto (TR-SR) 
Stubborn, hardheaded, intractable -- these might describe anyone you run 
across, as the forcible pursuit of pet opinions seems to be the order of the day. 
It pays to make your point, but don't beat your head against a wall -- and don't 
be the wall, either. A powerful day for beginnings, but only if you're tireless 
down the road.

10
Tuesday
July

03:53 am

Problems Appear Ascendant on Saturn (PSR-SR) 
Slowdowns are the order of the day, brought on by extra work, added 
commitments, less firepower. This, too, will pass in a few days, but you have 
to go through it, not around it. You may be taken extra seriously about how 
you present yourself right now, so when in doubt, lighten up for the sake of all 
concerned.

11
Wednesday
July

06:33 pm

Emotions Appear Ascendant on Moon (PSR-NA) 
Here's a day or so when feelings suddenly come to the fore, when you just 
can't help yourself and let out your emotions or even push them forward as 
they seem the only way to really address the current issues. Strong reactions 
beget strong reactions, so expect it to be intense for a while until the waters 
settle.

16
Monday
July

07:23 am

New Ideas Venus Conjunct Uranus (TR-SR) 
Original tastes and sudden desires decorate the day, marking a change of 
pace for anyone with an adventurous heart. Eschew the ordinary and go for 
something off the wall, not off the shelf. Don't knock it if you haven't tried it. 
New sensations will be a major focus of startups, leaders in a new sensibility.

23
Monday
July

01:53 pm

Manage Practical Values Midheaven on Venus (PSR-SR) 
They're saying good things about you, and maybe it's about time, but it's 
definitely time to take advantage of the good press for a day or so to cement 
the picture of you to the wall where it will remain to be admired later. You don't 
have to talk yourself up, just relay the good news you find in the air.
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Aug 01, 1945

01
Wednesday
August

01:13 pm

Ideas of Transformation Sun Conjunct Pluto (TR-SR) 
Putting up resistance and providing it are in the air, so be ready to find a way 
around issues not worth fighting for. Undertakings begun now will have a 
strong element of power and change, but they can wind up taking up all your 
time in order to retain control of them. All or nothing choices can be avoided 
just by waiting them out.

05
Sunday
August

07:24 pm

Ideas of Freedom Mars Conjunct Uranus (TR-SR) 
A general tendency to fire off too fast, shoot from the hip and miss, and boil 
over unpredictably marks this as a very volatile time. Accidents abound, 
tempers flare, and sudden moves bring cause for regret. Look both ways 
crossing the street and avoid potentially explosive situations -- and don't fly off 
the handle yourself.

08
Wednesday
August

02:09 pm

Organized Ideas Venus Conjunct Saturn (TR-SR) 
Beauty on a budget takes its lessons from bygone days when folks were less 
wasteful and more resourceful. Clean lines, conservative colors, and classic 
sensibility paint the picture of what succeeds best right now. Love grows more 
intense when it is brought into tight focus, and simple altars best praise the 
gods.

21
Tuesday
August

01:21 am

Power on Horizon Ascendant on Pluto (PSR-SR) 
Obstacles - either breaking through them or being stopped by them - are the 
watchword for the next day or so. Don't beat yourself up unnecessarily over 
something that's impossible, and don't be impossible in situation where you 
should back off and let develop by themselves for a few more days.

28
Tuesday
August

02:52 pm

Manage Problems Midheaven on Saturn (PSR-NA) 
Expect some criticism in the wind, especially about your job or work efforts, 
but don't react with resentment unless it's untrue. If you've got a flaw or two 
(and you do), better it should be known and admitted to than blatantly denied. 
On the other hand, this is a time when your reliable side is particularly noticed.

05
Wednesday
September

06:24 am

Manage Practical Spirituality Midheaven on Neptune (PSR-NA) 
There are illusions in the air about what you do and what you think can 
happen for you, some of which may actually be true. Don't take what's said 
about you to be gospel, as it may just be fantasy - someone else's or even 
your own. Hope is in the air, but you still need to put breakfast on the table 
unless you can wait for lunch.
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Sep 06, 1945

06
Thursday
September

01:42 pm

Emotions Appear Moon Conjunct Ascendant (PSR-NA) 
This is a trigger point for the year when your personal presentation makes all 
the difference and gets all the attention. Put on the dog and you'll be putting on 
the Ritz, dress for success, come on stage in full costume as the curtains part. 
The spotlight will follow you if you just walk into it and start the performance.

07
Friday
September

01:05 am

Ideas of Control Venus Conjunct Pluto (TR-SR) 
Compulsive desire is all the rage, and some people are ready to go to any 
ends to get what they want. Gotta, gotta, have it, whatever the price anyone 
pays. So, be sure that you don't get in between the desirer and the desiree. 
On the other hand, this is the aspect of unbearably overwhelming passion 
when put into effect.

08
Saturday
September

10:39 am

Manage Career Overview Midheaven on Jupiter (PSR-NA) 
They're talking about you like you're the latest thing, and there's no point in 
denying it, at least for the time being. New ventures suddenly get noticed by a 
wider audience, time to move your ambitions to a wider world, up a notch, as 
new frontiers become real possibilities. Pick one, not all, and hang on to it.

16
Sunday
September

00:56 am

Discipline Ideas Mars Conjunct Saturn (TR-SR) 
A lot of people may be running out of steam right now, but those who are 
keeping up establish a pace that just won't quit. Conservation of energy and 
using only just what you need to get the job done is the lesson to be learned, 
and operations begun now will be long-term marathon performers. Banked 
fires burn hot.

19
Wednesday
September

04:30 am

Manage Practical Power Midheaven on Pluto (PSR-NA) 
Obstacles to professional progress appear that beg to be smashed through, 
but that may not be the most profitable approach, as they may vanish as 
quickly as they arose, without your wasting the effort. Unless it's a critical 
power play, let other egos have their way and you stay to fight another day.

20
Thursday
September

02:03 am

Ideas for Success Sun Conjunct Jupiter (TR-SR) 
Bounty and plenty are in the atmosphere to be tapped, and bright prospects 
are available to those who tune in right now. Overstated enthusiasm may be 
taken with a grain of salt, but the feeling is right and it's the perfect thing to 
build on. For a moment, the triumph of the will seems to be in sight.
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Sep 25, 1945

25
Tuesday
September

03:40 pm

Career Thoughts Mercury Conjunct Jupiter (TR-SR) 
All kinds of new plans and schemes fill the air, and if you can latch onto one 
that really works, you can go far. If there is a problem, it is winnowing out the 
best from the rest and settling on what to do with it. No time for details now, 
just get the concepts right and lay down big plans for the future.

29
Saturday
September

03:25 pm

Vision of Unity Sun Conjunct Neptune (TR-SR) 
A dreamy atmosphere makes getting down to brass tacks difficult, so put that 
off to another day. On the other hand, the realm of the imagination opens up 
and connections to otherworldly things are close at hand. Connections and 
commitments made now have a haunting, spiritual quality that lingers in the 
back of the mind.

30
Sunday
September

07:38 pm

Mystical Ideas Mercury Conjunct Neptune (TR-SR) 
A mist upon the mind makes ordinary clarity just history for the time being, but 
the numinous clarity of dreams is at your beck and call. If you can envision it, 
you can express it, so keep a journal by your bedside. Don't expect things to 
make sense right away, but in retrospect it will shine like a firefly in the dark.

01
Monday
October

06:19 pm

Manage Practical Insights Midheaven on Uranus (PSR-SR) 
Strange things surface about you which may be sudden recognition of your 
unexpectedly inventive side or just rumors about how offbeat you are. It's likely 
to be a revelation you'll want to hear about, however, so keep your ear to the 
ground. Forgive blunt remarks, as they're helpful in the end.

07
Sunday
October

01:15 am

Emotions Appear Ascendant on Moon (PSR-SR) 
Here's a day or so when feelings suddenly come to the fore, when you just 
can't help yourself and let out your emotions or even push them forward as 
they seem the only way to really address the current issues. Strong reactions 
beget strong reactions, so expect it to be intense for a while until the waters 
settle.

09
Tuesday
October

08:41 am

Inisghts Appear Ascendant on Uranus (PSR-NA) 
Unsettling events, unexpected surprises, and generally choppy waters 
describe this day or so when the social wind is fickle and gusty. If you reply in 
kind, it could make for a real wreck, so patience and tolerance is your 
watchword for the moment. It could be a great in the end, but it won't be if you 
reject the intrusion.
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Oct 16, 1945

16
Tuesday
October

12:07 pm

Career Ideas Venus Conjunct Jupiter (TR-SR) 
Big appetites and a large bite out of life depict the day, and that means dig 
right in there but don't overdo, whatever need you are satisfying. Spectacular 
beauty will characterize launches in love or money, but it might be well to take 
overweening charm with a barrel of salt. Nevertheless, go ahead and revel in it.

20
Saturday
October

03:20 pm

Career on Horizon Ascendant on Jupiter (PSR-SR) 
A youthful feeling comes upon you and you feel like you can do a lot more 
than you thought you could - in fact, the sky's the limit, your imagination 
defines it all. It's a great time for starting a new venture, but be careful you 
don't try to commit to too many at once, as the temptation will be there.

21
Sunday
October

04:58 am

Manage Practical Action Midheaven on Mars (PSR-NA) 
If people are suddenly taking potshots at you, it's because you only just came 
into view in their sights. Getting noticed has its perils, but it means you're 
sitting in the catbird seat, apparently top dog to the underdogs all around. Use 
these few days to push your agenda ahead a notch, get one step ahead of the 
rest.

24
Wednesday
October

01:54 am

Inspiration Venus Conjunct Neptune (TR-SR) 
Mystery holds much appeal and the more difficult it is to put a finger on, the 
more people are going to want it. Dreams, fantasies, fiction, and the generally 
ineffable are all good sellers, whoever is buying. A time to be gloriously 
unspecific and totally undemanding of the suddenly gossamer fabric of reality.

29
Monday
October

08:24 pm

Manage Problems Midheaven on Saturn (PSR-SR) 
Expect some criticism in the wind, especially about your job or work efforts, 
but don't react with resentment unless it's untrue. If you've got a flaw or two 
(and you do), better it should be known and admitted to than blatantly denied. 
On the other hand, this is a time when your reliable side is particularly noticed.

31
Wednesday
October

09:26 am

Manage Practical Emotions Midheaven on Moon (PSR-NA) 
Rather suddenly your reputation really matters and so does emotional 
entanglement with what people are saying about you. You really care, and you 
show it with your own little broadcast of your reactions to the situation. A good 
day or two to get the word out about yourself, sell your image to the world.
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Nov 01, 1945

01
Thursday
November

09:02 am

Appears Spiritual Ascendant on Neptune (PSR-SR) 
You may find yourself in a bit of a fog for a couple of days, but it could be a 
pleasant one if you're basically on course otherwise. You can soften your 
image, try a new look on for size, or pretend to be someone you're not and get 
away with it. Your dreams feel particularly real, so bring one to earth now to 
savor later.

02
Friday
November

06:58 pm

Ascendant on Midheaven (PSR-SR) Ascendant on Midheaven (PSR-SR) 
As the year finally rolls around and your birthday is only months away, you find 
yourself trying on the reputation you have gained to see if it looks as good in 
the mirror as it did in your mind when you were formulating it. Have you grown 
into your ambitions? Time to take stock for a few days, maybe readjust.

05
Wednesday
December

11:44 am

Manage Practical Power Midheaven on Pluto (PSR-SR) 
Obstacles to professional progress appear that beg to be smashed through, 
but that may not be the most profitable approach, as they may vanish as 
quickly as they arose, without your wasting the effort. Unless it's a critical 
power play, let other egos have their way and you stay to fight another day.

26
Wednesday
December

05:09 pm

Ideas for Success Moon Conjunct Jupiter (PSR-SR) 
The tendency for growth this year hits a rolling peak, and you may feel happily 
overwhelmed by all the possibilities. When you gotta grow, you gotta go, but 
not off in all directions. Pick what you can handle, the most profitable and 
practical options, and be willing to let the rest go until next time.

09
Wednesday
January

10:29 pm

Ideas for Effort Sun Conjunct Mars (TR-SR) 
High physical energy is pushed by extra motivation and a lot can be 
accomplished as long as burnout is avoided. Push it to the edge and then 
back off before pulling a muscle. Similarly, don't let the person behind you 
urge you beyond your limits. The power available should be harvested, then 
invested.

10
Thursday
January

02:40 pm

Manage Practical Emotions Midheaven on Moon (PSR-SR) 
Rather suddenly your reputation really matters and so does emotional 
entanglement with what people are saying about you. You really care, and you 
show it with your own little broadcast of your reactions to the situation. A good 
day or two to get the word out about yourself, sell your image to the world.
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Jan 12, 1946

12
Saturday
January

07:59 am

Manage Practical Insights Midheaven on Uranus (PSR-NA) 
Strange things surface about you which may be sudden recognition of your 
unexpectedly inventive side or just rumors about how offbeat you are. It's likely 
to be a revelation you'll want to hear about, however, so keep your ear to the 
ground. Forgive blunt remarks, as they're helpful in the end.

13
Sunday
January

02:19 am

Teaching Ideas Sun Conjunct Mercury (TR-SR) 
High mental energy burns hot, a real brain boiler. The trick is to keep up with 
everyone without missing a stitch or dropping the ball. Great ideas abound, but 
don't buy everything you see until you give it a second, cooler look. Everyone 
can be too close to the subject to realize that what recommends it is only the 
heat of the moment.

14
Monday
January

05:19 am

Ideas to Act On Venus Conjunct Mars (TR-SR) 
It's sparkle plenty time, when love and desire are born and animal magnetism 
is instilled into every step you initiate. It's the perfect time for love, romance, 
and passion and it's also got star power written all over. If you want to start 
something with high profile public appeal, now's the time, so shake it, shake it!

20
Sunday
January

04:52 pm

Manage Career Overview Midheaven on Jupiter (PSR-SR) 
They're talking about you like you're the latest thing, and there's no point in 
denying it, at least for the time being. New ventures suddenly get noticed by a 
wider audience, time to move your ambitions to a wider world, up a notch, as 
new frontiers become real possibilities. Pick one, not all, and hang on to it.

22
Tuesday
January

08:55 am

Ideas to Express Mercury Conjunct Mars (TR-SR) 
Ideas catch fire and the mind races as your thinking cap jams into fifth gear. A 
heady time, indeed, but you'll need to keep pace with the rest of the world, 
which is experiencing the same thing. Anything you choose to do with your 
interior software will keep this high pace in times to come, so strike while the 
iron is hot.

29
Tuesday
January

09:39 am

Manage Practical Spirituality Midheaven on Neptune (PSR-SR) 
There are illusions in the air about what you do and what you think can 
happen for you, some of which may actually be true. Don't take what's said 
about you to be gospel, as it may just be fantasy - someone else's or even 
your own. Hope is in the air, but you still need to put breakfast on the table 
unless you can wait for lunch.
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Jan 30, 1946

30
Wednesday
January

10:39 am

Spontaneous Appearance Ascendant on Ascendant (PSR-SR) 
It's about the time of your birthday again, so check out your next solar return!

30
Wednesday
January

10:49 am

Overview Midheaven on Midheaven (PSR-SR) 
It's about the time your birthday again, so check out your next solar return!
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Conclusion: Now That You Know, Where Do You Go?
With the pattern of your coming year described for you now, 
what's the best way to use all this information? Forewarned is 
forearmed, and there are several things you can do to maximize 
your knowledge and get the most out of the year.
1. Make Sure You're In The Right Place
It really does matter where you are for the twenty-four hours on 
either side of your birthday chart. A basically good year can be 
made even better by getting the right planets on the horizon or 
overhead, and a difficult year can be made easier by simply 
sidelining some of the challenges. Check out several different 
locations - more often than not, a change of only a few hundred 
miles east or west of where you are may make all the difference 
in the world. And, it's a great excuse for a birthday trip.
2. Keep Notes On Your Special Day
It is not unusual that the twenty-four hours of your solar return will 
be a symbolic miniature of the coming year, in which the 
happenings of each two-hour period will reflect a corresponding 
one-month period of the year. Of course, you'll likely sleep 
through eight hours of it, but keep notes on the rest and guide 
your activities to make it the best possible day. Along with the 
report text, it will give you further clues to what's coming and 
when.
3. Pay attention to what's in the text and use it well.
That means getting in there and making the best of the favorable 
periods and if possible simply avoiding unnecessary action or at 
least backing off during the periods that might cause trouble. 
Seize opportunities and dodge (don't confront) troublesome 
roadblocks. Better to do nothing than do something disastrous. 
Then move ahead when the coast is clear. That way you make 
only forward progress.
4. Think Ahead To Next Year
As you watch this year unfold, take a look at your next birthday 
chart well ahead of time so you can be where you should be to 
make it dovetail perfectly with what you're already doing. Smooth 
transitions save time, boost success and happiness.
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5. Take It In Context, Put It All Together
birthday chart is not the only thing that describes your coming 
year. It's just an overlay of likelihoods, which mixes in with the 
other astrological windows on your future like transits and 
progressions. Include the rest and combine them all for a 
maximized 365 days ahead for you. When you bring everything 
to bear, nothing gets left out, and neither do you. It's yours for the 
taking, now go for it.
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